WIND UPLIFT FORCES ON ROOF DECK

Welds
DECK TO STRUCTURAL
STEEL OR BAR JOISTS
The new AISI Specifications provide higher weld
uplift strengths than were previously obtained. The
uplift forces shown are based on the new AISI
Specifications and on the steel properties that
produce the lowest weld strengths over the range
of steels used to produce deck. For LRFD apply a
Ø factor 0.60 to the tabulated loads; for ASD use a
safety factor of 2.5. It may be appropriate to take
advantage of the 1/3 increase allowed for wind load
when using ASD.

Case 1. Single deck thickness.
Case 2. Two layers of deck such as at an end lap.
Case 3. At a side lap (on structural steel or bar joist).

Screws
DECK TO STRUCTURAL STEEL BAR
JOISTS, GAGE FRAMING
Pull over strength generally controls the uplift values
of screws. The table for pull over covers roof deck
with a tensile strength (Fu) of 45 ksi which is the
lowest of the acceptable range for roof deck, and 60
ksi for form deck. The roof deck gage range is 16 to
22 gage; the form deck gages are 24, 26, 28.
Screw pull out from structural steel framing or from
joists is not a failure mode. Pull out failure is a
definite possibility when light gage framing is used.
The table shows pull out values form steel with 33,
40 and 50 ksi yields with corresponding tensile
strength of 45, 55, and 65 ksi.

* Use the SDI decimal thickness, t2 for the gage.
The safety factor for pull over and pullout (ASD) is 3, but for wind loading the 1/3
load increase may be proper. The Ø factor (LRFD) is 0.5.

The table pull over strengths lbs., are based on Fu = 45 ksi for 16 thru 22 gage,
and 60 ksi for 24 thru 28 gage.

Please visit our website at www.MarlynSteel.com
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